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1. Introduction
In the process of expanding the FOMA service areas,

DoCoMo actively makes use of fixed wireless systems in order

to construct transmission links for entrance circuits
*1

economi-

cally. At present, the number of FOMA subscribers has reached

12.88 million (as of the end of May 2005) and continues to

increase rapidly, and the flat-rate charge for data communica-

tions has become widespread. Therefore the traffic demands of

the transmission links are increasing exponentially. For this rea-

son, it has been required to increase the transmission capacity of

fixed wireless systems for entrance circuits drastically.

This article provides an overview of the system configura-

tions and characteristics of the fixed wireless systems with large

transmission capacity for entrance circuits (7G-150MDE
*2

and

11/15/18G-150MDE) developed against this background.

2. System Overview
7G-150MDE and 11/15/18G-150MDE achieve a transmis-

sion capacity of 155.52 Mbit/s and allow constructing transmis-

sion links with a transmission capacity that is approximately six

times larger than that of existing 11/15G-26MD. Moreover,

their power consumption is reduced and ease of installation is

improved compared to existing systems owing to miniaturiza-
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tion of the hardware. Furthermore, by utilizing the 7 GHz band

(6.5/7.5 GHz band) for the first time for this kind of application,

these systems allow long hop lengths greater than the 15 km

that is the standard hop length of existing systems, which

expands the applicable range of fixed wireless systems for

entrance circuits.

Figure 1 shows the applicable range of these systems and

Photo 1 shows the external views of InDoor Unit (IDU)-

OutDoor Unit (ODU) configuration of 11G-150MDE.

Moreover, Table 1 shows the basic specifications of the sys-

tems along with a comparison with those of existing 11/15G-

26MD [1]–[3].

3. System Configuration
Figure 2 shows the system configurations. The systems

modulate base band signals received from external transmission

equipment via the 150M INTerface (INT) into 64 Quadrature
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Table 1  Basic specifications of fixed wireless systems with large transmission capacity for entrance circuits

PSK: Phase Shift Keying
DFE: Decision Feedback Equalizer
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Amplitude Modulation (QAM) signals of intermediate frequen-

cy with the MODulator (MOD), convert and amplify the signals

to 64QAM signals of radio frequency with the Transmitter unit

(TX) and then transmit them from the ANTenna (ANT).

Conversely, when receiving 64QAM signals of radio frequency

via ANT, the systems amplify and convert them into 64QAM

signals of intermediate frequency with the Receiver unit (RX),

demodulate them into base band signals with the DEModulator

(DEM) and then output them to external transmission equip-

ment via 150M INT. 

As the systems have “IDU-ODU” or “all-ODU” configura-

tion, which depends on the manufacturer, the advantage of each

configuration makes installation and maintenance easy. The

dotted lines in Fig. 2 indicate additional components for redun-

dancy, which can be installed when the 1+1 (hot standby) con-

figuration is adopted.

1) IDU-ODU Configuration

In this configuration, the equipment is divided into ODU

containing the TRansceiver (TRX) and IDU containing the

MOdulator-DEModulator (MODEM) etc., and both units are

connected with coaxial cables. 64QAM signals of intermediate

frequency and surveillance and control signals between IDU

and ODU are transmitted over the coaxial cables, and power is

supplied to ODU over the same coaxial cables as well. As IDU

can be placed indoors, this configuration has the advantage of

making the maintenance of IDU easy.

2) All-ODU Configuration

As this configuration contains all the components such as

TRX, MODEM and 150M INT in ODU, it requires less indoor

space for installation than IDU-ODU configuration does, which

makes installation in privately owned buildings easier. It also

eliminates the need for coaxial cables between IDU and ODU,
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which means that the cable equalizer is unnecessary. Note that

the external connection unit with terminals for base band sig-

nals, surveillance and control signals and power supply is used

in order to make indoor connection with an operation and man-

agement system and external transmission equipment easier.

4. System Characteristics
1) Expansion of Transmission Capacity

This is the first time 64QAM modulation has been adopted

for fixed wireless systems for entrance circuits in Japan, and a

transmission capacity of 155.52 Mbit/s has been achieved. It

greatly improves the spectrum efficiency and significantly con-

tributes to the reduction of the transmission link cost per bit.

2) Support for New Radio Frequency Bands

In addition to the conventionally assigned radio frequency

bands (11/15 GHz band), the systems make use of the 7 GHz

band (6.5/7.5 GHz band) and the 18 GHz band, which were

newly assigned for entrance circuits in Japan. The restrictions

imposed by the Radio Law are relaxed in the 18 GHz band,

which allows the use of small-diameter parabola antennae (0.3

mφ), making the installation easier and more economical.

3) Reduction of Size and Improvement of Economy

In addition, the following points were taken into considera-

tion for specifications, so that replacing existing systems can be

conducted efficiently and at low cost.

• MODEM, 150M INT and other components that do not

depend on radio frequency are shared by each system in

order to reduce the equipment costs.

• Only STM-1 (155.52 Mbit/s) of Synchronous Transfer

Mode (STM) is adopted for the transmission interface. The

systems process STM’s physical layer only, so even if the

upper layers of base band signals are changed in the future,

for instance due to migration from Asynchronous Transfer

Mode (ATM) to Internet Protocol (IP), the systems can be

used without any changes of their functions.

• General-purpose Simple Network Management Protocol

(SNMP) is adopted for operation and management system

interfaces in order to reduce the equipment costs.

• Considering the low use of redundant components in exist-

ing systems, standard system configuration is without

redundancy, and users can add redundant components

according to the desired reliability and installation costs.

• Connector shapes and metal fixtures for installation are

designed such that antennae of existing 11/15G-26MD can

be reused easily and economically when existing 11/15G-

26MD is replaced with 11/15G-150MDE.

• Compared to existing 11/15G-26MD, a volume reduction of

approximately 20% is achieved by using Large Scale

Integration circuit (LSI), simplifying the transmission inter-

faces and various heat release methods.

5. Conclusion
This article presented an overview of the fixed wireless sys-

tems with large transmission capacity developed to support the

rapid traffic increase of entrance circuits in FOMA and

explained the system configurations and characteristics. The

systems introduced in this article have already been put into

operation and are contributing to the efficient and economical

operation of DoCoMo networks. In the future, DoCoMo intends

to continue examining new ways to achieve more economical

and larger transmission capacity.
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ATM: Asynchronous Transfer Mode

BTS: Base Transceiver Station

CN: Connection Node

IP: Internet Protocol

LSI: Large Scale Integration circuit

PSK: Phase Shift Keying

QAM: Quadrature Amplitude Modulation

SNMP: Simple Network Management Protocol

STM: Synchronous Transfer Mode
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